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The growing season continues to 
p r o g r e s s w i t h w a r m i n g a i r 
temperatures, and some drying 
conditions leading to increasing soil 
temperatures that will encourage 
more top growth of grasses. But how 
much?  At average air temperature of 
50F the growth potential of cool 
season turfgrass at this time remains 
about 20% (the % of growth a grass 
plant COULD produce at a certain air 
temperature).  
Expect some top growth to occur, but it is 
unlikely to warrant dramatic increases in 
maintenance over the next week to 10 days 
with forecasted temperatures averaging in 
the low 50’s in NYC and south. North of NYC, 
GDD accumulation continues slowly and lags 
behind normal accumulation. 
Mild winter and now cool soil temperatures 
promote healthy active rooting depending on 
drainage. A longer more expansive root 
system will develop the longer regular 
mowing can be delayed. Any increase in 
rooting at this time would aid in surviving 
longer periods of minimal maintenance when 
water and other inputs are not feasible. 
Establishing minimal maintenance plans 
should consider area use and traffic. Vigilant 
attention to worker safety and environmental 
conditions are required for effective management during the pandemic. Many turfgrass 
managers continue to face high traffic stress from outdoor “social distancing” activities. High 
traffic areas require more maintenance and this should be communicated to facility 
administrators and property owners. Currently, pest pressure remains very low in the Northeast 
and annual grassy weed germination still weeks away, so it’s a good time for planning. 
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What’s that Weed? Using Cornell Weed ID Tool! 
Weed ID is the first and most important step in designing a pollinator friendly 

turfgrass or a progressive control program that targets weeds when most susceptible. 
Weed ID can be confusing, websites use uncommon words, and often require a lengthy 
internet search looking for similar plants. Thankfully, Professor Jenny Kao-Kniffin and 
her team at Cornell developed and improved the practical, easy to use, weed ID tool. 

The website is formatted simply to observe some easy to distinguish characters such 
as leaf shape, creeping/upright, and flower type for broadleaf and grassy weeds 
commonly found in the turfgrass landscape. Each selection of a feature narrows the 
plants that fit the description with many high quality images at the click of a finger. 
Program Manager Carl Schimenti produced a quick screen narrated video 
demonstration that is available at our Cornell Turfgrass Website. 

Identification leads to management options. Some flowering 
plants in turfgrass provide benefits to pollinators and others 
might require some control depending on location and use. 
Each plant in the database has life traits and characteristics that 
are useful in designing control programs targeting periods of 

h i g h w e e d 
susceptibility.  

Control options are NY-
centric conventional 
chemical labels and a 
revised list of reduced 
a n d m i n i m u m r i s k 
chemica ls a l lowable 
under the Child Safe 
Playing Fields Act are 
listed as well as a new-  

 

Pesticide Free Management Section.  

Pesticide-free management information is 
available for fence lines, grass playing fields, 
gravel, hard surfaces, mulch, and playground 
areas.  

Pesticide-free management of these areas focus 
on prevention using cultural practices to keep 
weeds from becoming problematic. Progressive 
control options such as thermal weeding are 
discussed.
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